ABSTRACT
Current advances in assisted reproductive technologies aim to promote the health and well-being of future children. They offer the possibility to select embryos with the greatest potential of being born healthy (e.g., preimplantation genetic testing) and may someday correct faulty genes responsible for heritable diseases in the embryo (e.g., human germline genome modification (HGGM)). Most laws and policy statements surrounding HGGM refer to the notion of ‘serious’ as a core criterion in determining what genetic diseases should be targeted by these technologies. Yet, this notion remains vague and poorly defined, rendering its application challenging and decision making subjective and arbitrary. By way of background, we begin by briefly presenting two conceptual approaches to ‘health’ and ‘disease’: objectivism (i.e., based on biological facts) and constructivism (i.e., based on human values). The basic challenge under both is sorting out whether and to what extent social and environmental factors have a role in helping to define what qualifies as a ‘serious’ disease beyond the medical criteria. We then focus on how a human rights framework (e.g., right to science and right to the highest attainable health) could integrate the concepts of objectivism and constructivism so as to provide guidance for a more actionable consideration of ‘serious’. Ultimately, it could be argued that a human rights framework, by way of its legally binding nature and its globally accepted norms and values, provides a more universal foundation for discussions of the ethical, legal and social implications of emerging or disruptive technologies.

INTRODUCTION
Current advances in assisted reproductive technologies (ARTs) aim to promote the health and well-being of future children. They offer, for example, the possibility to select embryos with the greatest potential of being born healthy (e.g., preimplantation genetic testing (PGT)) and, perhaps, one day to correct genes responsible for heritable diseases in the embryo (e.g., human germline genome modification (HGGM)). ARTs raise the question of what uses are ethically and socially acceptable and which should be prioritised. For PGT, for example, thresholds of acceptability are gravity, treatability, risk of occurrence of a given disease and more. Past experience with the normative analysis and governance of PGT and prenatal testing can serve as a model to guide similar debates surrounding the acceptability of HGGM.

The announcement of the ‘CRISPR babies’ in China and the Second International Summit on Human Genome Editing in Hong Kong (November 2018) put HGGM at the forefront of international policy debates. The general agreement remains that HGGM should not be used for reproductive purposes at this time, as many unknowns remain surrounding its safety, efficacy and transgenerational impacts. Yet, there is emerging consensus on the need for a translational pathway forward. Such a pathway requires adherence to and development of scientifically rigorous and ethically acceptable standards for future clinical research using HGGM, including which diseases it should be used for first.

Numerous policy discussions (both national and international) surrounding HGGM refer to the notion of ‘serious’ genetic disease as a core parameter in determining what genetic diseases should be targeted by these technologies and where the line should be drawn. For example, in their 2017 Report, the US National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM) lists a set of thresholds that must be met for the advancement of HGGM into clinical trials. These include ‘preventing a serious disease or condition’ and the need for ‘reliable oversight mechanisms to prevent extension to uses other than preventing a serious disease or condition’ (p. 8) (emphasis added). More recently, Quebec’s Commission on Ethics in Science and Technology stated that HGGM, if proven to be safe and effective, should be limited to ‘very serious, high penetrance diseases, where there are no other reproductive or therapeutic options available’ (p. 14). The German Ethics Council’s 2019 Report has also mentioned HGGM’s application as an ‘interventions to avoid serious monogenic hereditary diseases’.

Wertz and Knoppers raised the importance of this notion back in 2002. They demonstrated through an international survey that there is insufficient consensus, even among experienced genetics professionals regarding the definition of ‘serious’ genetic disease within a strictly legal and policy context. They also highlighted that socioeconomic factors are influential in determining individual perceptions of what would be classified as ‘serious’. The
literature suggests it would be unrealistic to expect a universal definition of ‘serious’ and that when employed it must be qualified and consider both patient and medical perspectives. This renders the application of this term vague and decision making subjective and perhaps arbitrary. Furthermore, public opinion also appears to converge towards acceptance of HGGM for therapeutic purposes (ie, the treatment and prevention of serious, life-threatening and debilitating diseases).

This paper explores whether the notion of ‘serious’ genetic disease should be qualified by a circumscribed set of criteria (ie, objective approach to decision making limiting or characterising access to HGGM). If so, we consider who should be entrusted with qualifying this notion. We begin by presenting a brief overview of two conceptual approaches: objectivism (ie, emphasis on biological facts) and constructivism (ie, emphasis on human values), which are indispensable tools to situate and provide a basis for understanding and discussing the concepts of ‘health’ and ‘disease’. The challenge under both is sorting out whether and to what extent social and environmental factors have a role in helping to define what qualifies as a ‘serious’ disease beyond the medical criteria. Moreover, the classification of ‘serious’ should be flexible enough to include shifting socioeconomic conditions (eg, if burdens are lessened through policies or whether cost of treatment should play a role). Our focus is on how a human rights-based framework (eg, right to science and right to health) could integrate the concepts of objectivism and constructivism to provide guidance for a more actionable consideration of ‘serious’. Indeed, we would argue that a human rights framework, by way of its legally binding nature (for States having ratified the international treaties) and its globally accepted norms/values, provides a more universal foundation for discussions of the ethical, legal and social implications of emerging or disruptive technologies.

CONCEPTIONS OF ‘HEALTH’ AND ‘DISEASE’
The concepts of ‘health’ and ‘disease’ are pivotal in the context of healthcare. The way we define and qualify them has individual, societal and policy implications. Laws and policies employ the notion of ‘serious’ as a qualifier in determining the circumstances under which HGGM may be used and what genetic diseases it would be acceptable to target. Yet, in most countries, the notion of ‘serious’ has not been explicitly defined, rendering its application rather limited, dependent on the weight it attributes to physiological, sociocultural and environmental factors. A brief overview of two conceptual approaches is provided below to contextualise the concepts of ‘health’ and ‘disease’ within the discussion of what is considered ‘serious’. While a comprehensive and in-depth exploration of these approaches goes beyond the scope of this paper, the interested reader can refer to a rich literature that offers such analysis.

**The objectivist approach**
According to one objectivist account, concepts of ‘health’ and ‘disease’ are grounded in biology and scientific facts, irrespective of social or cultural attitudes. Under this premise, ‘health’ is characterised as normal human functioning (ie, species-typical physiological functions), while ‘disease’ is ‘the inability to perform all typical physiological functions with at least typical efficiency’ (ie, malfunction of the biological processes (p. 542)). For objectivists, the line between health and disease is relatively uncontroversial as it is based on facts stemming from the biomedical context, thus, objective and generally free of value-judgments.

Applying objectivism to the qualification of ‘serious’ results in a narrow definition that leaves no room for behavioural, psychological and social contexts. For example, the UK’s Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority has established a list of serious genetic conditions for which preimplantation genetic diagnosis has been licenced in the UK. This approach has been criticised as limiting access to medical technologies.

**The constructivist approach**
Constructivists believe that ‘health’ and ‘disease’ cannot be defined solely by an objective list of physiological malfunctions, but rather that norms, values and human judgment play an important role in their framing. The WHO defines ‘health’ as ‘a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity’ (p. 1). Despite its recognition of the importance of humans’ ability to adapt and interact with their environments, it has been criticised for being vague and medicalising social problems.

The lines that are drawn between whether a disease is serious or not, an action is ethical or not and whether an intervention is considered treatment or enhancement are all socially constructed boundaries. These boundaries vary from one society to another and change over time while exerting influence on decisions as to which treatments should be prioritised and made available.

Such an approach can be useful in diffusing the strictly biomedical conception of disease by incorporating social, cultural and psychological aspects of human life, favouring the development of a set of criteria to frame and guide the qualification of what is considered a ‘serious’ genetic disease. However, constructivist arguments have been criticised for lacking sufficient biological grounding and being too subjective, making a universal definition difficult to achieve. Thus, we turn to the examination of a human rights framework to shift the focus away from this dualism and towards a more comprehensive and dynamic framing.

**A HUMAN RIGHTS-BASED FRAMEWORK**
At the international level, fundamental human rights are framed by the *Universal Declaration of Human Rights* (UDHR, 1948) followed by binding international treaties such as the *International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights* (ICESCR, 1966). Despite its foundational status for international human rights, the 1948 UDHR itself is not legally binding, but today could be considered to be part of customary law. The ICESCR, however, as a legally binding instrument in all 169 nations that have signed and ratified the treaty, has an enforceable ‘duty to respect, protect and fulfill the rights articulated [therein]’ (p. 899).

An international human rights-based framework, we argue, is a useful way of addressing the ethical, legal and social issues arising in the context of novel technologies. It may be preferable...
to national legislation that addresses each scientific advance, which often becomes outdated. Human rights are both individual and collective, and they encompass both positive duties (ie, urging for governmental action) and negative duties (ie, to refrain from interference). They serve as principled and practical guides to action and promote responsible translational research. This can be a promising approach to addressing the proposed translational path forward for HGGM, as there is great uncertainty surrounding what might be the best ethical framework to consider HGGM.

The rationale for such a framework hinges on two main concerns: (1) the limitations of ethical frameworks (as a sole mechanism) to govern and guide healthcare professionals and (2) the ‘need to integrate stronger human rights language if professional self-regulation is to be more effective’ (p. 69). A human rights framework allows for the effective regulation of behaviour and the establishment of common norms as a result of its legally enforceable mechanisms and universal scope (ie, not imposing one cultural standard). It sets a baseline standard that can be invoked to ensure the respect of human dignity and to promote the harmonisation of governance. This approach is expanding to influence and shape both the right to science and the right to health as a result of increased knowledge and experience, as well as evolving societal perceptions and challenges.

The right to science

The right to science was initially recognised 70 years ago in the UDHR under article 27: ‘everyone has the right freely to participate in the cultural life of the community, to enjoy the arts and to share in scientific advancement and its benefits’ (emphasis added). This right was later enshrined in article 12 of the ICESCR, which recognises the right of everyone ‘to enjoy the benefits of scientific progress and its applications’ (emphasis added). As a result of its legally binding nature, article 15 further outlines the obligations of State parties to the treaty to ensure the full realisation of this right and to recognise the benefits of international scientific cooperation.

The right to science is generally perceived as a means through which scientific advances having a benefit for human health can be promoted and shared for the benefit of all. Therefore, it aims to make the benefits of scientific progress accessible to all by removing the key barriers to existing scientific innovations and knowledge and by encouraging new discoveries/innovations. Obligations related to scientific freedom, access to scientific information and the dissemination of science are also integral parts of the right to science. As a democratic and participatory right, it ‘empowers individuals through its prescription to everyone of an equal opportunity to achieve health and wellness through scientific R&D’ (p. 70). It is of note that the benefits of scientific advancements include both the resulting material products and the scientific process (ie, methods and knowledge garnered).

For the most part, the right to science has remained dormant, and its scope and normative content poorly elaborated within the literature. It is only in the last decade that we are seeing an awakening of this right within the context of genomics research. Scientific innovations have been rapidly evolving and ‘changing human existence in ways that were inconceivable a few decades ago’ (p. 3). The right to science is closely related to the right to health (also enshrined internationally), which can also serve as a solid basis for governments to balance benefit sharing and competing interests regarding the promotion of scientific advancement. This would enable governments to exercise their responsibility regarding the monitoring and assessment of the overall impact of innovations on healthcare systems to protect access and reduce inequalities.

Thus, the State parties to the ICESCR ‘must aim to facilitate, rather than hinder, basic and pre-clinical research (with rigorous oversight) using [HGGM] so that knowledge and a deeper understanding can be fostered’ (p. 28). Furthermore, protective measures must also be in place to safeguard against the potential negative impacts resulting from HGGM, which include safety risks, unforeseen implications for future generations and issues of distributive justice.

The right to the highest attainable standard of health

A complementary relationship exists between the human right to science and the protection/promotion of health, as they work together to increase knowledge that can serve to decrease and prevent human suffering. The right to health is a central human right and at the heart of any discussion surrounding HGGM. It is codified and enshrined in various national and international legally binding human rights treaties. Most notably, article 12 of the ICESCR recognises ‘the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health’ (emphasis added) and article 24 (d) of the 1989 Convention on the Rights of the Child recognises a child’s right to ‘the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health’ both before and after birth.

Although a core right, its realisation is often progressive and dependent on the availability of resources. In order to realise the right, three key objectives have been identified: (1) the promotion of the right as a ‘fundamental human right’, (2) the clarification of its scope and content and (3) the identification of good practices for its operationalisation (p. 604). The realisation of certain obligations such as non-discrimination, development of monitoring indicators and benchmarks, as well as the preparation of a national plan to protect this right are seen as immediate priorities. HGGM, if proven to be safe and effective for reproductive purposes, could be perceived as a form of preventive personalised medicine and a tool to foster the realisation of the right to health. It is also conceivable that there will be certain instances where safe HGGM may be the best or only option for couples to have a healthy, genetically related child who would not carry the burden of a debilitating or life-threatening genetic disease.

Hence, we need to reinforce the protection of the welfare of children and future generations born from the technology, by ensuring proper ongoing follow-up and oversight, which in turn will require greater resources. However, there are numerous unknowns regarding the potential implications for the health of future generations. There is little precedent in clinical research ethics when it comes to intergenerational monitoring. It involves the current participant (ie, prospective child) and their descendants (ie, multiple generations), which is a unique consideration of germline modification. Thus, the notion of ‘intergenerational monitoring’ will also be debated in light of the right of the child to the highest attainable standard of health. The ‘future generations’ approach raises its own share of ethical and logistical issues that go beyond the scope of this paper.

The governance of emerging technologies requires monitoring and regulating health risks and uncertainties. A degree of uncertainty is inherent, and it is a matter of determining when the technology is deemed ‘safe enough’ to move along the translational pathway. Many of the uncertainties flagged are also true for natural human reproduction. Within the context of ‘serious’ genetic disorders, HGGM could enable couples to have a genetically related child free of the genetic disease in question.
in the absence of other options. As noted above, the obligation of State parties to ‘promote the health of children and protect them from harm’ (p. 25) highlights the need to consider the promise of HGGM to potentially prevent or treat serious genetic diseases and the suffering they entail. Therefore, when developing health-related policies, it is important for policy makers to consider both the obligation to fulfill the right to health and the right of the child to the highest attainable health.

**DISCUSSION**

The undefined nature of ‘serious’ renders its application vague and decision making surrounding what diseases should be targeted for treatment or prevention potentially arbitrary. Two approaches to addressing the notion of ‘serious’ have been proposed: (1) the creation of lists of serious genetic diseases and (2) the development of criteria that guide case-by-case determinations of what is considered to be ‘serious’. It is unrealistic to expect policy makers to ‘develop a universally respected definition of serious genetic disorders’, and any such definition ‘must be qualified to include the judgment of the patient and physician, with the patient making the final, and one hopes, informed, decision’ (p. 35). The NASEM Report (2017) recognises the social relativity of qualifying this concept in that ‘different societies will interpret these concepts in the context of their diverse historical, cultural, and social characteristics, taking into account input from their publics and their relevant regulatory authorities’ (p. 8).

The literature shows that when polled, there is overlap and difficulty in drawing clear lines between what genetics professionals consider to be serious versus non-serious genetic diseases. This variability can be attributed to several factors, for example, the way genetic diseases are expressed in different individuals; individual, familial and societal perceptions of the disease; professional or legal definitions of the genetic disease that may be too narrow; and lack of definitional flexibility once enshrined in laws and policies. Today, parallels can be drawn with the ever-changing interpretations of ‘pathogenic’ variants with the advent of whole genome sequencing. Indeed, the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics has published a revised list of 59 medically actionable genes that professionals consider to be serious versus non-serious genetic diseases— and the possibility of limiting access to services based on a definition of ‘serious’—would be highly discriminatory, as it ‘place[s] value labels on the lives of people with various kinds of genetic disorders and could lead to further stigmatization of people with disabilities’ (p. 35). Concepts such as ‘health’, ‘disease’ and ‘serious’ should not be defined without considering the adaptation of an individual to a given environment. Moreover, the distinction between the definitions of ‘disease’ and ‘illness’—whereby the latter considers the subjective reality of human experience—may be useful, as the concept of ‘illness’ aligns with the constructivist approach and broadens the scope to include both physiological and social aspects.

Against the backdrop of powerful voices that perceive ‘precaution’ and ‘responsible implementation’ of emerging genomics technologies as necessitating slower progress or moratoria to address panic and resistance to HGGM, a human rights framework can offer a more balanced view. By introducing elements of ‘opportunity cost’ and the freedom to pursue interventions, it can hence foster a more balanced debate that accounts for the value of progress and of implementing technologies that have been deemed safe and effective.

Rather than relying solely on a biomedical objectivist approach for understanding the concepts of ‘health’ and ‘disease’, socioeconomic and cultural contexts should be considered, as suggested by the constructivist approach, since they provide a more appropriate basis on which the notion of ‘serious’ can be framed and elaborated. The integration of these two approaches would be more nuanced and culturally sensitive and would also align with the goals of human rights. We have focused on both the promotion of the right to science and the right to the highest attainable health. We have focused on both the promotion of the right to science and the right to the highest attainable health. We have focused on both the promotion of the right to science and the right to the highest attainable health.

Thus, human rights may provide a more universal and legitimate foundation on which the governance of ‘serious’, ‘health’ and ‘disease’, as well as HGGM can be built. As suggested by Boggio et al., this would offer ‘an ideal starting point for building international consensus on governing principles that promote responsible scientific and technological advancements’. Decisions about what constitutes a ‘serious’ disease should similarly consider the limitations imposed on the ability of individuals to partake in daily activities as a result of the individual biological and contextual factors involved. As such, proportional policy making based on a clear assessment and delineation of realistic levels of risk or severity of a disease is important. Criteria currently considered in the determination of possible applications of PGT can be useful and offer a foundation on which further considerations can be extrapolated within the context of HGGM (see Box 1).

For example, take the case of phenylketonuria (PKU), a rare, heritable metabolic disorder in which affected individuals cannot metabolise the amino acid phenylalanine. PKU is currently part of the newborn screening panel in most industrialised countries to ensure early detection and subsequent intervention. Infants diagnosed with PKU are placed on a special diet (eg, low

---

**Box 1 Transposition of preimplantation genetic testing (PGT) parameters as limits to the potential applications of human germline genome modification (HGGM)**

Acceptability of HGGM to prevent or treat a genetic disease/Acceptability of HGGM to prevent or treat a genetic disease:
- Seriousness of the condition.
- Morbidity/mortality.
- Quality of life.
- Level of penetrance (certainty vs risk).
- Level of risk.
- Age of onset.
- Availability of treatment.
- Cost of treatment.
- Nature of the condition: physical/mental/cognitive.

Contextual factors to consider/Contextual factors to consider:
- Social and cultural contexts.
- Familial context (eg, ability or willingness to care for the child).
- Availability of other alternatives.

phenylalanine diet) that they must maintain throughout their lives to prevent the development of severe intellectual disability resulting from their condition. \(^{30, 64}\) Such a postnatal (and lifelong) intervention is demanding and burdensome on the individual (ie, restrictive diet, costly, may not be accessible to all). \(^{30}\) In such a context, could the application of HGGM be acceptable if safe and effective?

Based on considerations of the right to health and the right to science, one could argue that we have a moral imperative to pursue basic research that may eventually lead to treatment using HGGM. The goal would be to decrease human suffering and/or improve quality of life, as well as to reduce the burden placed on families and the cost to the healthcare system. Indeed, as has been argued in the literature, HGGM will initially be a costly intervention, which may create barriers to access. \(^{62, 63}\) It will thus be essential to ensure equitable access for those who would benefit from it most. Here again, the notion of ‘serious’ may thus be essential to determine who has the most urgent claim to HGGM benefit from it most. Here again, the notion of ‘serious’ may thus be essential to ensure equitable access for those who would benefit from it most. 

Determining what is considered a ‘serious’ condition provides two different types of policy rationales. First, it provides justified limits of acceptability and helps to delineate what uses of this technology should be deemed permissible versus impermissible. \(^{30}\) The justified goal being the promotion of health and improvement of quality of life of future generations, where possible. Second, it provides justifications for potential public funding for the use of the technology to facilitate access to those most in need based on the goal of trying to prevent the most serious conditions. Clarifying the notion of ‘serious’ can thus foster an equitable and inclusive approach to HGGM while ruling out its most contentious applications. \(^{44}\)

Finally, when considering a rights-based framework, we must look beyond individual State parties and recognise the joint interests of the State, the users and the public at large to ensure the realisation of the right to science and the right to health (ie, to engage with the public on matters of scientific freedom and innovation, as well as health and the prioritisation of public health issues). \(^{45}\) A key aspect of the right to science relates to ‘the opportunities given to individuals and peoples to make informed decisions after considering both the possible improvements offered by scientific advances and their potential side effects or dangerous usages’ (p. 899). \(^{45}\) This aligns with the global call for public engagement and deliberation to bring to light societal values and attitudes concerning HGGM and to delineate what society considers to be a scientific ‘benefit’. \(^{45, 65}\) In turn, results from such deliberations can be integrated into assessments of the risks and benefits to inform future policy making. \(^{6}\)

**CONCLUSION**

The notion of ‘serious’ genetic disease has been broadly used within the legal and policy spheres, notably in the context of HGGM; yet, it remains undefined. There is a clear need to continue to discuss what we mean by ‘serious’ today across different countries, on the basis of universal human rights, so that policy applications are clearer and more practicable. Biological and contextual factors should be given consideration to fully comprehend the notion of ‘serious’. An integrated approach could thus operationalise the human rights to science and to health by helping determine their scope and content.

The evolving qualification of ‘serious’ will depend on elements that are constant and objective (eg, morbidity/mortality), \(^{4}\) as well as elements that are flexible and evolving (eg, disability as impacted by social arrangements or treatability as impacted by effectiveness and cost of treatment). Furthermore, the responsibility of qualifying this notion does not fall on the shoulders of any one given group but rather merits input from various stakeholders, including physicians, genetic counsellors, patients and their families. \(^{8, 48}\) This acknowledges the complexity associated with genetic disease and will help account for the burden experienced from multiple angles (medical, emotional, economic and so on).

Framing scientific progress within a novel human rights-based approach would ‘reorient our conversation from policing science to governing society and would shift our focus from avoiding risks to protecting opportunities’ (p. 21). \(^{46}\) Indeed, this would foster advancements in our ability to treat and prevent disease, while remaining mindful of the need to establish anticipatory governance that provides the necessary flexibility to frame the preventive or therapeutic applications but also adapt to potentially legitimate ‘off-label’ ones. \(^{35}\) Finally, addressing the notion of ‘serious’ could also profit from future discussion of another human right, that of ‘future generations’, \(^{21}\) as the need for inter-generational monitoring will undoubtedly lead to safety, privacy, and consent issues for children not yet born. \(^{31}\)
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